Polyelectrolytes (PEs) are widely used in applications such as water purification, wastewater treatment, and mineral recovery. Although much has been learned in past decades about the behavior of PEs in bulk aqueous solutions, their molecular behavior at a surface, and particularly an oil-water interface where many of their applications are most relevant, is largely unknown. From these surface spectroscopic and thermodynamics studies we report the unique molecular characteristics that several common polyelectrolytes, poly(acrylic acid) and poly(methylacrylic acid), exhibit when they adsorb at a fluid interface between water and a simple insoluble organic oil. These PEs are found to adsorb to the interface from aqueous solution in a multistepped process with a very thin initial layer of oriented polymer followed by multiple layers of randomly oriented polymer. This additional layering is thwarted when the PE conformation is constrained. The adsorption/desorption process is highly pH dependent and distinctly different than what might be expected from bulk aqueous phase behavior. macromolecular assembly | surface spectroscopy | water surfaces | hydrophobic surfaces | surfactants T he junction between an insoluble oil and an aqueous phase provides a truly unique environment for adsorption and assembly of ions, surfactants, and macromolecules, processes that we are only beginning to understand. The forces that drive adsorption at this interface are often described in simple "water hating" and "water seeking" terms when, in fact, the adsorption process can have many complex competing interactions. This is certainly true for polymeric macromolecules with their hydrophobic backbones that coil and bend into a multitude of conformations, and the fickle hydrophilic functional groups whose characteristics can vary widely depending upon the aqueous phase composition. Unlike a simple alkyl surfactant that can be satisfied by submerging its polar headgroup in the aqueous portion of the interface while stretching its tail into the oily phase, a charged macromolecule with its analogous tails that compose the backbone is more constrained. The juxtaposition of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of such macromolecules makes predictability of their behavior at a liquid-liquid interface difficult. Polyelectrolytes (PEs) are a case in point. The density and charge of various polar groups dispersed on a largely hydrophobic PE backbone, the tendency for many PEs to form complicated coiled and extended conformations, and the PE's solubility in either the oil or aqueous phase can all be factors in determining whether a PE will initially adsorb and foster subsequent layers to adsorb to the interfacial region.
Polyelectrolytes (PEs) are widely used in applications such as water purification, wastewater treatment, and mineral recovery. Although much has been learned in past decades about the behavior of PEs in bulk aqueous solutions, their molecular behavior at a surface, and particularly an oil-water interface where many of their applications are most relevant, is largely unknown. From these surface spectroscopic and thermodynamics studies we report the unique molecular characteristics that several common polyelectrolytes, poly(acrylic acid) and poly(methylacrylic acid), exhibit when they adsorb at a fluid interface between water and a simple insoluble organic oil. These PEs are found to adsorb to the interface from aqueous solution in a multistepped process with a very thin initial layer of oriented polymer followed by multiple layers of randomly oriented polymer. This additional layering is thwarted when the PE conformation is constrained. The adsorption/desorption process is highly pH dependent and distinctly different than what might be expected from bulk aqueous phase behavior. macromolecular assembly | surface spectroscopy | water surfaces | hydrophobic surfaces | surfactants T he junction between an insoluble oil and an aqueous phase provides a truly unique environment for adsorption and assembly of ions, surfactants, and macromolecules, processes that we are only beginning to understand. The forces that drive adsorption at this interface are often described in simple "water hating" and "water seeking" terms when, in fact, the adsorption process can have many complex competing interactions. This is certainly true for polymeric macromolecules with their hydrophobic backbones that coil and bend into a multitude of conformations, and the fickle hydrophilic functional groups whose characteristics can vary widely depending upon the aqueous phase composition. Unlike a simple alkyl surfactant that can be satisfied by submerging its polar headgroup in the aqueous portion of the interface while stretching its tail into the oily phase, a charged macromolecule with its analogous tails that compose the backbone is more constrained. The juxtaposition of the hydrophobic and hydrophilic regions of such macromolecules makes predictability of their behavior at a liquid-liquid interface difficult. Polyelectrolytes (PEs) are a case in point. The density and charge of various polar groups dispersed on a largely hydrophobic PE backbone, the tendency for many PEs to form complicated coiled and extended conformations, and the PE's solubility in either the oil or aqueous phase can all be factors in determining whether a PE will initially adsorb and foster subsequent layers to adsorb to the interfacial region.
This study is one of the first to explore on a molecular level the adsorption and assembly of several common polyelectrolytes at a liquid-liquid interface. The results demonstrate the unique multistep manner with which various PEs assemble at this interface and the intrinsic properties of the oil-water interface itself that drive the initial assembly of a PE layer that is highly oriented. The role that the polymer charge, polymer backbone, and solution composition play in this first and subsequent interfacial layer is also articulated.
Two related PEs have been chosen for this study: poly(acrylic acid) (PAA) and poly(methacrylic acid) (PMA). Both of these PEs are carboxylate containing polyelectrolytes that are prevalent in many commercial and technological applications. These PEs also serve as models for humic substances, which are composed of complex organic macromolecules with carboxylate moieties (1-3), and as model systems for understanding more complex biological systems such as binding to DNA and proteins as well as in studies of tissue substitutes (4, 5) . Although the behavior of these PEs has been widely studied for bulk liquids, their molecular behavior at a surface, particularly at a liquid-liquid interface where their applications are most relevant, is largely unknown. In fact, the few molecular-level studies that do examine PE behavior at any liquid surface presume that the addition of surfactant is necessary to induce surface adsorption, contrary to what is observed here for PAA or PMA.
PAA consists of a hydrocarbon backbone on which carboxylate groups are bonded on alternate carbons (Fig. 1) . The atactic form of PAA is used in these studies. Because of its ability to adsorb many times its weight in water, PAA's most notorious usage is in disposable baby undergarments. PMA has a similar structure but with an additional methyl group bound to the same backbone carbon as the carboxylate group. Two isomeric forms of PMA ( Fig. 1 ) have been studied, isotactic (iPMA) where all substituents are located on the same side of the backbone, and atactic (aPMA), with the substituents randomly oriented.
Key to understanding the very ordered assembly that is observed and described in this work is the molecular nature of the platform itself, the oil-water interface. This interface has been the fascination of many since the early days of Pliny the Elder (23-79 AD), to the oil-spreading experiments of Benjamin Franklin in the countryside of New England, and to surface tension measurements of Agnes Pockels in her kitchen sink. What might have seemed a somewhat obscure interface during the emergence and growth of the field of surface science in recent decades has now suddenly come back into vogue with its growing importance in environmental remediation and oil recovery technologies (6), nanoparticle assembly (7, 8) , enhanced organic synthesis (9) , and its value as a model system for understanding more complex biomolecular behavior.
Our understanding of the complex assembly found in this study is aided by what we have learned over the past decade (10) (11) (12) about the molecular characteristics of this soft interface that guides the adsorption of ions and molecules. We know, for example, that weak bonding interactions between interfacial water and various hydrophobic oils is a general trait for these oil-water systems, resulting in significant molecular orientational ordering and structuring of both phases near the interfacial region (13) (14) (15) . The existence of an interfacial electric field created by this structuring has been shown to facilitate the adsorption of simple electrolyte ions at the interface (15), surfactant adsorption, and also the penetration of oriented water into the organic phase (16) . These studies demonstrate for the first time how all of these interfacial factors come into play in macromolecular adsorption.
Insights gained in these studies are derived from vibrational spectroscopic studies of PAA and PMA at a CCl 4 − H 2 O interface using total internal reflection vibrational sum frequency spectroscopy (VSFS) (17) (18) (19) . The interfacial specificity of the technique (a result of χ ð2Þ only being allowed in noncentrosymmetric media) and its sensitivity to molecular moieties that have a net orientation at the interface make it an ideal probe of these systems. The use of different polarization combinations for the incident and detected beams enables molecular dipole orientation direction to be determined. Carbon tetrachloride (CCl 4 ) is used as the organic solvent to minimize spectral interference. These spectroscopic studies are complemented with pendant drop surface tensiometry measurements that provide a less sensitive but more unambiguous measure of adsorption (20) . This is due to its sensitivity to the single variable of interfacial number density, whereas VSFS measures both orientation and number density and it is not a trivial task to deconvolute these two based on VSFS experiments alone.
Adsorption of PAA to the Oil-Water Interface
We recently observed that PAA adsorbs readily at an oil-water interface under very specific solution conditions (21) . These studies expand upon this initial observation and provide a comparative case for examining if this adsorption is applicable to other PEs. When PAA is added to the aqueous phase (5 ppm, 450 kD) of a two-phase system consisting of a water (pH 2) and CCl 4 , adsorption is readily apparent as the polymer progressively diffuses to the interface, causing the interfacial tension to decline to a final equilibrium value of 31 mN∕m after 20 min. The presence of the polymer is confirmed in our mid-IR surface VSF measurements that detect the presence of the carbonyl vibrational mode (at 1;732 cm −1 ) of carboxylic acids groups attached to the PAA polymer backbone (Fig. 2A) . Because VSFS only responds to modes or molecules with a net average orientation at the surface, the strong signal observed under these polarization conditions (ssp) demonstrates that these acid groups are highly oriented with their dipoles perpendicular to the interfacial plane. There is no evidence under any polarization combination for the interfacial presence of the ionized carboxylate modes that would appear in the 1;400-1;500 cm −1 spectral region. This is most likely a consequence of their low number density, because the pH is well below the pK a of PAA, but it could also be due to random orientation.
In bulk acidic aqueous solutions, PAA exists in a random coil with equally randomly oriented functional groups. The high degree of orientation of these carboxylic acid groups under acidic conditions at the interface suggests a corresponding change in the backbone of the polymer residing at the interface. Indeed, the VSF measurements in the CH stretch region confirm this to be true. As shown in Fig. 2B there is a dominant CH mode at 2;933 cm −1 with a small shoulder at 2;852 cm −1 . These CH modes are assigned to the asymmetric and symmetric CH 2 vibrations, respectively, and by their presence indicate that the backbone of the polymer is aligned along the interfacial plane. If it were not oriented, VSF signal would not be observed. The additional VSF response in the 3;000-3;200 cm −1 region corresponds to the OH stretch modes of highly coordinated water molecules in the interfacial region (16) . Variation of the molecular weight (MW) of the polymer provides new insights into the unique assembly process for PAA. Fig. 3 shows the temporal dependence in the surface tension as the MW of PAA is varied from 1.8 to 1,250 kD. The observed slower diffusion of the larger polymer to the interface is due to the increase in gyroscopic radius with the increase in molecular weight. The time to reach equilibrium ranges from approximately 12 min for 1.8 KD to 20 min for the 450-kD MW polymer. The 1,250-kD PAA interfacial tension is not observed to reach an equilibrium value even after a period of 7 h. Because polymer size does directly affect the rate of decline in interfacial tension, one might expect a similar variation in the VSF measurements because VSF measures sample density at the interface. Instead, neither the VSF response of the carbonyl nor the CH modes change with time after the initial spectral scans that take approximately 1 min. As noted above, spectral detection will only occur if the molecular moieties of the PAA measured have a net orientation, in this case with dipoles perpendicular to the interface. The combined results indicate that adsorption is a two-step process (21) . The initial step, observable via VSFS, is a fast adsorption of the polymer into the interfacial region that equilibrates in less than a minute. The hydrophobic-hydrophilic nature of the interface and the interfacial field therein facilitates the orientational ordering of the first arriving polymer units. Calculations indicate the electric potential across the interface to be on the order of 250 mV (22) , with the potential extending approximately 6-8 Å into the aqueous phase (14) before dissipating. Polymer molecules that arrive after the fast adsorption/orientation step are further removed from the field's influence and take on a more randomly coiled orientation. The result is an interfacial polymer whose outlying surface properties have very different conformational ordering than the polymer units found deeper into the interface towards the bulk aqueous phase. The field present at the interface, as discussed in previous studies (21) , is clearly strong enough to align the first layer of polymer but lacks the strength to align additional polymer layers in the aqueous phase beyond those initial adsorbing layers. Nevertheless, more distant polymer layers still serve to decrease the interfacial tension. Exchange of the layers is certainly possible given the fluid nature of this interface. The complex structure of these interfacial layers will be discussed below.
Adsorption of PMA to the Oil-Water Interface Atactic and isotactic PMA contain slight structural and functional differences from PAA, providing the unique opportunity to explore and compare interfacial properties of each. Both have carboxylic acids as functional groups, but the PMAs have a higher degree of hydrophobicity due to their additional methyl group between the carboxylic acids. Both PMAs exist as a compact coil at low pH and undergo a phase transition between pH 4 and 6 to a more expanded conformation (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . Even so, the two PMA isomers exhibit different bulk behavior. Atactic PMA (aPMA) is water soluble in its compact coil conformation whereas isotactic PMA (iPMA) is not. Additionally, the pH-dependent phase transition of aPMA from its extended to more compact conformation upon solution acidification occurs readily, whereas iPMA does not go through this compaction transition upon acidification (23, 25) . Instead, acidified iPMA remains in the water soluble extended conformation (25) . Because our spectroscopy studies require molecular species to be water soluble, the studies shown below for iPMA were all conducted under acidic conditions where iPMA exists in its more extended water soluble form.
Both forms of PMA are found by VSFS to readily go to the interface and form an ordered polymer layer. As shown in Fig. 4A , the carbonyl spectra for both forms of PMA are nearly identical to PAA (Fig. 2) . In the methyl region (Fig. 4B ) the spectra are similar for the two forms of PMA but differ from PAA spectra in this region due to the additional contributions from the methyl groups on the polymer backbone. Nevertheless, analysis of the spectra in the CH region confirms the presence of an oriented backbone for the adsorbed aPMA and iPMA polymers detected. The remarkable similarity in the spectral features for all systems studied indicates that the structural spreading of the polymer at the interface is independent of their different bulk coiled structures, because these structures differ for PAA and both forms of PMA in bulk aqueous solution.
The strong similarity in the VSF spectra observed for the two forms of the PMA polymer suggests that the initial adsorption process does not depend on their isomeric forms and furthermore that the additional hydrophobic methyl group does not have any significant effect on how the carboxylic acid groups or backbone of the polymer conform to the interface. However, complementary surface tension data provide a very different picture. Fig. 5 shows the change in surface tension in the CCl 4 ∕H 2 O interface as the two polymers are introduced into the aqueous solution. For aPMA at pH less than 4.5 and concentration of 5 ppm, there is a slow drop in surface tension with time as the polymer increasingly diffuses to the interface. The resulting equilibrium surface tension is measured as 32 mN∕m, similar to what is found for PAA at this pH. All results indicate that the adsorption behavior for aPMA is very similar to PAA with the first arriving polymer assembling in a thin and very ordered initial layer followed by additional more randomly coiled polymer snuggling into the interface with time. 
The results in this case indicate that unlike the other two polymers, where additional randomly oriented polymers accumulate at the interface, with iPMA, a first thin ordered layer goes onto the interface but further adsorption is not favorable. While both aPMA and iPMA can adsorb to the interface as an ordered layer, the extended nature of iPMA in the bulk phase, in addition to its bulky methyl and carboxylic acid groups, appear to limit further interfacial adsorption. This lack of a slower interfacial adsorption phase for iPMA differs from what is observed for the more compact aPMA and less bulky PAA.
pH Induced Desorption Both PAA and PMA are weak PEs and therefore in bulk aqueous solution display properties that are highly pH dependent. In general, an increase in pH increases the charge density on both PAA and PMA due to deprotonation of the carboxylic acid groups. For PAA in bulk solution, this increase in charge density causes the polymer to adopt an extended conformation due to charge-charge repulsion between carboxylate functional groups (29, 30) . Titrations in this laboratory show the bulk pK a of PAA to be 6, which is in agreement with literature (31) (32) (33) (34) (35) . The pK a value of aPMA, and therefore likely iPMA, is reported to be 7.3 (36). As noted above, an increase in pH for aPMA causes a phase transition from a compact to an extended coil between pH 4 and 6 (23) (24) (25) (26) (27) (28) . For the experiments conducted here, iPMA has been reprotonated after the phase transition and therefore exists in a more extended conformation in the bulk.
One might expect that added charge and conformational stretching of the polymer at high pH might favor interfacial adsorption. In fact the opposite is dramatically observed in both the VSF and surface tension data. As the pH is raised, desorption occurs over a narrow pH range that is significantly lower than the bulk pK a in all cases. For both iPMA and aPMA, upon increasing the solution pH to 4.5, the VSF signal in both the CO and CH spectral regions plummet to zero intensity at the same pH, and this lack of signal is constant through pH 10 (see Figs. S1 and S2). This is identical for what we observed for PAA (21) . The disappearing CH modes in all cases are replaced by an interfacial spectrum that resembles the spectra obtained in previous studies of the neat CCl 4 -water interface (16, 37) , where a prominent signal from the free OH stretching mode around 3;700 cm −1 appears, corresponding to interfacial water modes and a polymer free interface.
Interfacial tension data support these findings where polymer adsorption is observed as a decline in surface tension between pH 1.5 and 4, but tension then rises from pH 4 to 4.5; interfacial tension reaches a constant value of 44 mN∕m, which is very near the neat interfacial tension value of CCl 4 -water (38, 39). For PAA, complete desorption occurs over the pH range 4-4.5 and according to the titrations in this laboratory, it occurs at 20% deprotonation of the polymer in bulk, far below the known pK a . The same trend is observed for both isomers of PMA: They desorb from the interface in the same narrow pH range as that of PAA and desorption occurs well below their pK a values. Their degree of dissociation is also less than 20% in this pH range according to the literature (40) . For weak acids (e.g., carboxylic acid surfactants and phenols) adsorbed at the surface, the pK a is usually 1-3 units higher than that of the bulk value (41, 42) . Given this, the dynamic picture of the interface is one in which less than one in five carboxylic acids along the backbone are deprotonated in order to facilitate desorption of the polymer. While the oriented polymer sections lying at the surface have a higher pK a than the randomly coiled adsorbed polymer above it, the loops of the surface-adsorbed polymer that protrude into the aqueous phase will be mixed with the randomly coiled polymer above it. This results in simultaneous desorption of both the surface-adsorbed oriented polymer and the randomly coiled polymer that is adsorbed above it. This explains what is happening with PAA as well as aPMA. Even though iPMA only adsorbs to the interface as a thin initial layer with no subsequent layers continuing to build up over time, this layer still desorbs under the same conditions as both PAA and aPMA.
The adsorption and desorption of polymer from the interfacial region is a constant struggle between the free energy; the bulk solubility; the pH of the solution, which dictates the amount of charge on the polymer; and the inherent interfacial activity of the polymer. Depending on the equilibrium conditions of these factors, adsorption to the interface may or may not occur. From a thermodynamic perspective, the desorption of the polymer from the oil-water interface can be thought of in terms of the free energy of desorption, which dictates the energetic cost of moving a functional group from the interface into the bulk. The free energy of desorption for moving a carboxylic acid from the oil-water interface to the bulk water is about þ1;630 cal∕mol (43) . However, deprotonating the acid group significantly lowers the free energy of desorption and thus charged portions of the chain are more easily solvated away from the interfacial region. Due to the polymer being only 20% (or less) deprotonated at the point of observed desorption, the deprotonation of only 1 in 5 carboxylic acids must lower the energy barrier enough to allow the polymer to leave the interface.
For the polymers in this study, why this desorption would occur under such low polymer deprotonation can be explained by several recent studies of bulk PAA behavior. As the pH of the solution is increased and charge accumulates along the length of the polymer, there are cooperative processes that allow a carboxylic acid group neighboring a charge to deprotonate more readily than an acid group that has very little charge surrounding it (30, 44) . Such cooperative processes lead to a decrease in the neutral parts of the polymer adsorbed to the interface as the charged sections of the polymer increase in size until the free energy of desorption decreases enough for the entire polymer to become hydrated in the bulk aqueous solution. This is illustrated in Fig. 6 , which shows the interfacial region at low and high pH. At low pH the figure depicts the proposed structure of trains adsorbed to the interface while loops are solvated into the aqueous solution, consistent with proposed theoretical pictures (45, 46) . These loops contain increasing amounts of charge as pH increases until polymer desorption occurs. Above the oriented polymer adsorbed right at the interface, a subinterfacial region containing randomly coiled polymer that is evidenced by the slower adsorption process in the interfacial tension measurements. This polymer, as seen in the cartoon, has no orientation associated with it, and the time scale during which it adsorbs is much longer than that of the oriented polymer at the interface. The inherent field associated with the oil-water interface acts to orient the polymer at the interface. The field does not penetrate into the water phase enough to orient the subinterfacial polymer, but it is still drawn there due to its interfacial activity. As pH increases to a critical value, the interfacial picture is described by the lower panel, where water structure dominates the interfacial region much like what is seen in a neat CCl 4 -water VSFS spectra. The polymers are desorbed from the interface into the aqueous phase and the charged functional groups act to keep the polymer in a stretched out conformation due to charge-charge repulsion (29, 30) .
For all PEs examined here the VSFS studies show that only the neutral (protonated) functional groups are observed at the interface even though charged carboxylates are present. The fact that the carbonyl and CH modes of the polymer in the subinterfacial region are not observed indicates that these modes along the polymer backbone do not have a net orientation but instead are in an ensemble of orientations that leads to a net cancellation of VSF signal. This indicates this polymer is most likely in a ran-domly coiled structure. Right at the interface, the picture consistent with the VSF data is that these carboxylate groups on the polymer must be located on the loops protruding into the water phase and are thus not oriented or near enough to the interface to give VSF signal.
The behavior at the interface is clearly different than what is known about PAA and aPMA in bulk aqueous solution. In bulk aqueous solution the lack of charge-charge repulsion at low pH leads to a random coil of polymer. For aPMA at low charge density the conformation is that of a compact coil made up of several interacting chains with the methyl groups more in the interior and the carboxylic acid groups more on the exterior of the coil (25, 26) . This structure has been attributed to several factors including hydrogen bonding, van der Waals interactions, and the hydrophobic effect (24, 27, 40) . These studies suggest quite the opposite for the thin layer of PAA and aPMA in the innermost region of the interface. The strong orientation of the carbonyl and CH groups on the polymer at low pH is consistent with a more extended and oriented structure, not the random coiled or compact coil polymer structure found in bulk. A structure consistent with the theory of polymers at soft interfaces is one where the polymer has organized, oriented trains adsorbed at the interface interrupted by loops or coils protruding into the water phase (45, 46) . From the spectral data, as the pH (and charge density) increases, the charged carboxylate functional groups do not have a net orientation, as VSF signal was not observed in the 1;400 cm −1 region. The accumulated charge on the chain must therefore either be contained in the loops/coils that are solvated by the water, or the charged carboxylates must be positioning themselves to have net opposing orientations along the backbone of the polymer chain in order to have a cancellation of the VSFS signal.
Conclusions
Interfacial structure and adsorption of macromolecules has increasingly proven to play an important role in biological and industrial applications, ranging from protein binding to complexation of nanoparticles and surfactants. Even the most thorough understanding of bulk solution chemistry simply cannot explain much of the chemical behavior of these polymers at interfaces, a location common to many natural and industrial conditions. We found that adsorption of the polymers occurs over two distinct time regimes, the faster of which leads to an initial first layer with highly ordered orientation as a result of the interfacial electric field. The slower step involves adsorption of polymer having no specific order, yet it still adsorbs near the interface due to its interfacial activity. In addition, it was found that desorption of the polymers occurs across a very narrow pH range (SI Text) due to a decrease in the free energy of desorption, resulting from the deprotonation of carboxylic acids in the interfacial region.
The implications of this work are twofold. The oil-water interface is a near ideal artifice on which to model the true, in vivo behavior of biomolecules. Not only does it mimic the H 2 O-rich environment in which an understanding of the molecule's behavior is most desired, but it also provides the symmetry-breaking which allows for experiment (VSFS in this case) to provide detailed behavioral assay in a setting more realistic than in the bulk. While many polyelectrolytes and biomolecules are well characterized in bulk solution, the conformation, adsorption properties, and dynamics are quite different at interfaces, as shown in this work. For example, recall the abrupt transition between adsorption and desorption at a critical pH is but one such difference clearly not anticipated by results from bulk studies. Other biomolecules, particularly those exhibiting conformational changes, such as protein folding, or enzyme catalysis might well show similar differential behavior. The second implication of this study relates to polyelectrolyte complexation with surfactants and nanoparticles. Studies have found these complexes to be surface active and often attribute this to the surfactant or particle complex. In contrast this work shows that the polyelectrolyte can well be responsible for the increased surface activity (given that both PAA and PMA are surface active by themselves). This insight also stems from the unique environment and properties of the oilwater interface, where the study of macromolecules mimics the true nature of biological and environmental systems. 
where n is the Hill coefficient and is an indicator of cooperative (n¢1) or noncooperative (n ¼ 1) processes. As shown in Fig. S2 , the Hill coefficient (n) for each of the three polymers desorbing from the interface is much greater than 1, indicating that desorption is a highly cooperative process, as one would expect. In addition, the pK a of each of the polymers is very close to 4, which is significantly lower than what is found in the bulk in literature.
Methods and Materials. Interfacial Tension. Interfacial tension experiments were carried out on a KSV "Theta" optical tensiometer using the pendant drop method. Drop shape analysis was completed using the KSV supplied software. When acquiring data of aqueous polymer solutions, a neat CCl 4 -water interface was always prepared first and the interfacial tension value verified against the known value of CCl 4 -water, which is 44 mN∕m (2, 3). Once the correct neat interfacial tension value was achieved, then the syringe was filled with the polymer solution of interest and a pendant drop was made. Data was recorded until an equilibrium interfacial tension value was achieved, or in the cases of the long time acquisitions, there was drop failure. Interfacial tension values were calculated from the acquired images using the KSV software.
Spectroscopic Measurements. VSFS data was acquired with an Ekspla laser and IR generation system with a sample area built to accommodate the liquid-liquid cell and inverted beam geometries. This system has been described in detail elsewhere (4) . Briefly, a YAG laser outputs 1,064-nm light with ≈30 ps pulse lengths. The 1,064-nm light is split into two lines and one line is frequency doubled to give 532 nm light. A small portion of the 532-nm line is used as the visible portion at the interface, while the remainder of the 532-nm line and the 1,064-nm line are used to generate tunable infrared light via an OPG/OPA/ DFG setup. In these experiments, all data was taken with the beams at their respective TIR angles.
Sample Preparation. Chemicals were purchased in the highest purity possible from Sigma-Aldrich (NaOH 1.0 N solution in water, HCl 37%. PAA, also purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, was used as is and the viscosity average molecular weight from the manufacturer was 1,800, 450,000, and 1,250,000 Daltons. aPMA was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich with a viscosity average molecular weight of 31.1 kD and was used as received. iPMA was purchased from Polymer Source and had a viscosity average molecular weight of 3 kD and was used as received. Solutions were prepared using clean glassware, an analytical balance and water from a Barnstead ePure system. Solution pH was adjusted using NaOH or HCl and tested using EMD pH paper with regular verification via an Oakton 110 series pH meter. The sample cell was designed from a solid piece of Kel-f and contains two windows set normal to the incident and outgoing 532-nm beam and are sealed with Dupont Kalrez® perfluoropolymer O-rings. The input window was CaF 2 and the output window was BK-7 glass. All glassware, the cell, the BK-7 window, and the O rings were soaked in concentrated sulfuric acid with NoChromix for a minimum of 12 h and then each piece was rinsed with 18 MΩ water from a Barnstead ePure filtration system for at at least 25 min. The CaF 2 window was allowed to soak in the same acidic solution for 15-20 min and then copiously rinsed.
Data acquisition started immediately after the interface was prepared. Each spectra shown in these experiments is an average of at least 300 laser shots per data point. Long term equilibration was checked by letting the interface sit for several hours and then retaking the spectra. Unless otherwise noted, long term equilibration was not observed. S1 . Plots of SFG amplitude from the pH seris for PAA, aPMA, and iPMA fit to S1. 
